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The layouts presented here are the serendipitous result of my sister correctly remembering her Photobucket 
password. In that instant they revived from oblivion, rescued artifacts from another age. They speak of the 
dawning of a user’s relationships to images and peers, of a rapidly changing online ecosystem, of obsolescence 
and its diversity. Their poor resolutions denote their hardiness in surviving a brief and rapid timespan of 
change in the tech ecosystem. As vital precursors to digital self-imaging as we now know it, the layouts make 
their case with only surreptitious allusions to the author’s singular physical body, in an internet that has 
remained full of predators, trolls, and misogynists. In the interview below I talk with my sister about her 
private experiences surrounding anonymity, the Neopets community, and her prolific tech literacy from that 
time. Our conversaation has been edited for length and clarity. 
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 WILMER WILSON IV: Tell me about how these images were made -- why are these layouts saved in 

a variety of file formats and resolutions?

CORINNE MARIE WILSON: When I was that age (13?), I didn’t consider 
the different file formats or the importance of using one from the 
other. That’s why the early ones ended up being .gifs. Then as I 
learned I switched over to .pngs and .jpgs.

The image resolutions were not based on guidelines from others 
per se, just on what looked good depending on resources I had. 
Whatever I had, I put into a design. I would always find my own 
images, probably on Google and other Neopets-themed websites. I 
did most of my graphics via requests taken from the chat rooms, 
so the images I found as well as the number of layout boxes they 
wanted determined image quality. Sites were much less responsive 
then. We relied on styled HTML tables. The boxes in the layouts 
were for texts, which would hold different things, like guild 
news. You can see some of the titles -- each guild had their own 
set of topics. 

Back then I had a small Samsung LCD monitor, with a resolution of 
like 1024x768.

What types of images did you keep in your pro Photobucket account?

It was mostly graphic design related stuff: a lot of my own stuff, 
a lot of other people’s gifs, other images I collected, like 
secret avatars. If you went to unlisted URLs on Neopets you might 
get a secret image, like easter eggs, and also for playing games, 
etc. That was one guild I was in -- The Avatar Collectors -- and 
people would help each other find rare avatars. I’m not sure how 
they generated... I know there were cheat websites that would give 
you the URLs. And you could run into different websites exploring 
the Neopets world, which would earn you an avatar. The avatars 
are a feature on your Neopets profile, so when you’re editing your 
profile settings you could select which avatar you wanted to use. 
The avatar I have on one of my early accounts is a picture of a 
neopet and it says “grumpy” underneath. They were just profile 
avatars. I had them for when I went on regular forums and blogs 
and they asked what your avatar was. The avatars weren’t pictures 
of me, but all of stuff I liked, like the White Stripes. I had one 
for one of my early aliases, Felicity Bird. I had a drawing I drew 
that I made into an avatar.
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What is a Neopets guild, and who was in them?

It was a little group that anyone could join. Some had different 
criteria, like avatar collecting.

But there were a lot of different themes, and a lot of chatting 
about similar interests, etc. Guilds had contests among the 
members. They were also about helping each other. I believe there 
were a couple graphic design-themed guilds. You wanted to rise in 
the ranks to become part of the guild admin. Neopets didn’t have a 
lot of fighting, so the guilds weren’t really about that. But you 
did want your guild to be popular.

I remember staying in this one guild for the longest time, just 
for chatting... I always wanted to create my own guild, and have 
it be popular, and get a lot of people joining and talking about 
graphic design. Just my own community of people. I also tried to 
recruit people from Neopets to my own non-Neopets related forum. I 
tried to create a bunch of forums -- graphic design forums -- and 
get people to join from Neopets. But that was hard. Maybe only 
like one or two other people joined, my friend J and me. 

Forums were super cool, I was really into those. I had several. 
None of them exist anymore, they got deleted due to old age. But 
making my own community of people was hard. It was literally just 
me and J at some point. Even then we still had a secret thread 
that us two just talked in. But we still invited other people to 
join in.

That was a draw of Neopets too --  it was already a strong community. Making a community from 
scratch felt really hard on those forums and such.

Yeah. We tried to poach people away from Neopets. I’m looking at 
some of these forum topics.... We had a forum topic for games, 
and one topic was called “change a letter.” I’m assuming change a 
letter is where someone types a word, and you have to make a word 
by changing a letter, and it turns into a chain... I guess it was 
just a way to interact with people, and keep people interacting. 
But I definitely remember playing games on forums. This one was 
just a word game, specific to that forum format.

I figured everyone on Neopets, and in the forum, was like 13, 14, 
15, from all over the place. There was my forum friend J from 
California, and one girl from Spotsylvania VA. I was definitely 
older than J, so I feel like everyone was slightly younger than 
me, like 2 years younger. On this screenshot there are 12 members 
on this forum. One time this girl who had come from Neopets posted 
a picture of herself, and she was saying she wasn’t pretty. I was 
like “you just need to smile!”
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In the guilds and in the general Neopets population the genders 
were mixed. I never really thought about the community’s gender. 
But the people I got Neomail from were only girls. 

The Neopets community seemed friendly -- did you ever have any bad experiences?

I never had any weird or creepy experiences on Neopets -- though 
I realized later that it’s super censored. At the time I think I 
slightly realized “I could get banned for saying this or that.” 
But it didn’t feel like there were people making threats or being 
threatening. I didn’t feel threatened at all. 

It’s crazy, after thinking about it, how comfortable I felt 
talking to strangers online at that age. I talked to friends I 
made on Neopets for years, all through Neopets. My friends and I 
were really close on Neopets, and we wanted to be friends beyond 
it. We have lots of emails & forum posts etc. In 2008 I got a 
Facebook, and we became Facebook friends, but we haven’t talked 
ever over Facebook.

Were these the earliest implementations of graphic design you made?

These layouts were designed between 2005-2007, even though it 
felt like I was on Neopets for years and years. I learned graphic 
design through Neopets layouts, because it’s crazy how much you 
can customize a Neopets profile. There are actually coding guides 
on Neopets. They also have contests for the best HTML profile. 
Going to a guild layout and being like “This one is so pretty” 
made me want to make my own.

It was probably just a short time that I was on Neopets before I 
started making graphics. But all the interactions on the website 
just piqued my interest in design, like wanting to figure out how 
to make my profile like another profile I saw, or wanting to know 
how to make guild layouts. 

It’s a really interesting combination of web literacy and social media. 

That’s exactly how I feel. You can tell from the emails that 
Neopets was changing small things by the time we were leaving. 
They were making changes to the customization options, but the new 
version was slightly more difficult to learn. Everything had to 
be more proper -- like closing your HTML tags, etc., before you 
can upload code. It must have been that people were able to post 
harmful code on their profiles.
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It was an early program I found that had layers, which was a step 
up from Microsoft Paint. But the graphics I made with The Print 
Shop are pretty simple as opposed to Paint Shop Pro. PSP was way 
better. I even made and used PSP guides. They were diagrams on how
to do certain effects.

I remember your selective coloring guide !

I have several of them! The Print Shop was mainly useful for the 
layers -- changing opacity, etc. I think you could add some filters 
at the edge of your images (kind of like Instagram) such as a 
paper border effect at the edge of your images. Borders were also 
a thing in Microsoft Word. MS Paint maybe could’ve done this too, 
but with the text boxes, and not having the ability to move things 
around, it was a bit much. 

I never used any of The Print Shop clip art but I did use the 
fonts. I found the sources through image search. I remember one 
of my guild layouts -- the cookie one [pg. 3] -- used Print Shop 
fonts. Welcome-news-links... oh god.

Do you have a favorite layout?

You used a design program called The Print Shop to make these -- what was good about it?

Now you can’t see the site really without logging into an 
account... There are more privacy settings now. But it’s crazy, 
the core of the site hasn’t changed much at all over the years. 
The web pages are the same style. It’s all the same Neopets, they 
haven’t added any new ones [lol]. Some of the games have stayed 
the same. They really haven’t added much of anything.

The cookie one -- it might be my first one ever. Some of them are 
more advanced than others. I don’t know if Fly High [pg. 21] is 
my favorite one, but it got pretty advanced for me. It’s a shaped 
guild layout. That and the ones where I tried to merge stuff 
together, where you can see I was getting more skilled. Faerie 
Cloud [pg. 33] is like 5 images on top of each other. I have a 
later version of Awesome Avatar Collectors [pg. 23] that’s more 
advanced. Hidden Tower [pg. 26] where the image is divided into 3 
is pretty advanced.
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